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A Gift for You! 
 

These 12 FREE Laundry Room Illustrations to Print at Home were created in 

conjunction with my post, 42 Things in Your Laundry Room + Beautiful Decorating 

Ideas.  I hope they are useful and bring a smile to your face and that you know the 

perfect occasion to print and use them! 

 

Be sure to visit my blog often for more inspiration – recipes, tablescapes, and party 

ideas, crafts, emergency preparedness projects, and more.  We add new content 

regularly, so things change fast on Toot Sweet 4 Two! 

 

And don't forget to sign up to receive my newsletter in your inbox.  As a thank you, 

I'll send you another freebie!  Hop over to my blog and look for the sign-up boxes 

near the top of the posts, in the sidebar, and again at the bottom of the posts. 

 

My best wishes to you and your family and I hope one or more of these printable 

illustrations are just the finishing touch needed to make your laundry room 

cheerier! 

 

Tootles, 

Carole, Founder 

Toot Sweet 4 Two 
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How to Print and Use These Illustrations 
 

     Download this document to your computer and save it for future reference.  

When you are ready to print one or more of these illustrations for use, choose File, 

then Print.  Once this entire document loads in your Printer queue, choose the 

specific Single Page you want to print so that you save paper and ink.  And, of 

course, you can select Black & White if you don’t want the illustration to print in 

color. 

     For best results, print these illustrations using cardstock in your printer.  Of 

course, if you don’t have cardstock, you can use regular printer paper. 

     Once your specific illustration has printed, trim away any extra paper along the 

edges using scissors or a paper cutter until it is the size needed for your 8” x 10” 

picture frame.  Or decoupage the printed page onto a piece of wood to make a 

more rustic sign. 

     Please note that the first six are black & white illustrations and the remaining six 

are in color.  This collection of illustrations includes not only the transitional 

modern illustrations but a couple of rustic, vintage ones as well.  Ten have the word 

“laundry” in them, one says “Home Sweet Home,” and another is a famous quote 

about mountains by John Muir. 

     Last, hang it in your laundry room and enjoy it!  I hope these brighten your space 

and your day! 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About the Author 

 

Carole Burkhard is the founder, content creator, and photographer of the blog, 

Toot Sweet 4 Two.  Launched the summer of 

2012, Toot Sweet 4 Two is a lifestyle blog with 

an emphasis on food and recipes.  A self-taught 

home cook, the basic foundation of her 

cooking experience was from helping her 

father and mother in the kitchen. 

 

Married to Charlie (25+ years), her main recipe 

‘tester’, Carole cooks every day and loves to 

experiment and create something new.  Charlie and Carole have had many pets 

over the years, but their current, one-and-only pet is a boy named Coco, their 

beloved and very spoiled Snowshoe Siamese cat.  His picture pops up on the blog 

with relative frequency AND for a Coco overload, visit MEET COCO on Carole’s site. 

 

Creating this eBook, 12 FREE Laundry Room Illustrations to Print at Home, has been 

a labor of love to the online community.  In curating this collection of illustrations 

for readers, Carole hopes to inspire women everywhere as they have inspired her.  

Hop over to Carole’s website and join her often at Toot Sweet 4 Two. 

 

COOK + CREATE + INSPIRE 
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